The effect of acute hypoglycemia on brain function and activation: a functional magnetic resonance imaging study.
The authors' aim was to examine the regional anatomy of brain activation by cognitive tasks commonly used in hypoglycemia research and to assess the effect of acute hypoglycemia on these in healthy volunteers. Eight right-handed volunteers performed a set of cognitive tasks-finger tapping (FT), simple reaction time (SRT), and four-choice reaction time (4CRT)-twice during blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) functional magnetic resonance imaging of the brain on two occasions. In study 1 (n = 6), plasma glucose was maintained at euglycemia (5 mmol/l) throughout. In study 2 (n = 6), plasma glucose was reduced to 2.5 mmol/l for the second set. Performance of the tasks resulted in specific group brain activation maps. During hypoglycemia, FT slowed (P = 0.026), with decreased BOLD activation in right premotor cortex and supplementary motor area and left hippocampus and with increased BOLD activation in left cerebellum and right frontal pole. Although there was no significant change in SRT, BOLD activation was reduced in right cerebellum and visual cortex. The 4CRT deteriorated (P = 0.020), with reduction in BOLD activation in motor and visual systems but increased BOLD signal in a large area of the left parietal association cortex, a region involved in planning. Hypoglycemia impairs simple brain functions and is associated with task-specific localized reductions in brain activation. For a task with greater cognitive load, the increased BOLD signal in planning areas is compatible with recruitment of brain regions in an attempt to limit dysfunction. Further investigation of these mechanisms may help devise rational treatment strategies to limit cortical dysfunction during acute iatrogenic hypoglycemia.